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Abstract: Infiltration rates into field soils have a large variability, and a statistical value that represents the overall infiltration in a site is
needed. The Green-Ampt equation was used to develop a one-dimensional, multisoil model to predict the water surface drawdown in an
infiltration-based stormwater control measure (SCM) as a function of time. Results were used to compare the accuracy of assuming the SCM
was comprised of a single soil with an overall effective saturated hydraulic conductivity set equal to (1) the geometric mean of the spatially
distributed hydraulic conductivity values of the multisoil SCM, (2) the arithmetic mean of the hydraulic conductivity values, and (3) a best-fit
hydraulic conductivity value. Results indicated that the use of the geometric mean consistently underestimated infiltration and use of the
arithmetic mean consistently overestimated infiltration. A relationship to more consistently and accurately predict the best-fit value of saturated hydraulic conductivity used a weighted sum of 0.32 times the arithmetic mean and 0.68 times the geometric mean. DOI: 10.1061/
JSWBAY.0000801. © 2015 American Society of Civil Engineers.
Author keywords: Infiltration; Stormwater control measure; Green-Ampt; Saturated hydraulic conductivity.

Introduction
Federal stormwater regulations (U.S. EPA 2000) have spurred
widespread efforts to have hydrologic conditions of developed
watersheds mimic predevelopment conditions. To achieve this objective, stormwater management now often includes low-impact
development (LID) and corresponding practices that encourage
the infiltration of stormwater runoff into the existing soil (Prince
George’s County 2000a, b). Such infiltration can reduce stormwater runoff peak flows and total runoff volumes and is often assumed to reduce pollutant mass loads based on the assumption that
infiltrated water is removed from the conveyance system. Thus,
knowing or being able to estimate the depth of stormwater runoff
that will infiltrate over a specified time period is important in both
the design and maintenance of stormwater control measures
(SCMs) that infiltrate runoff.
Stormwater runoff that infiltrates into a SCM is flowing through
porous media. Modeling infiltration into a porous media often utilizes the Green-Ampt assumptions with Darcy’s law (Dingman
2002), the fundamental equation for flow through porous media
f¼



Q
h þψþL
¼ K sat 0
A
L

ð1Þ

where f = infiltration rate; Q = total flow rate into the soil; A = area
over which flow occurs; K sat = saturated hydraulic conductivity of
the soil; h0 = piezometric head of water above the soil; ψ = soil
suction head at the wetting front (a positive value); and L =
assumed thickness of saturated soil.
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If the SCM was designed to have two or more horizontal layers
of media with different K sat values (e.g., sand, gravel, existing soil,
etc.), the single value of K sat to use in Eq. (1) when modeling vertical infiltration is given by Freeze and Cherry (1979) as
K sat ¼ Pn

d

di
i¼1 K sati

ð2Þ

where d = total vertical thickness of all horizontal layers; di =
thickness of individual layer, i; K sat i = saturated hydraulic conductivity of the media in the individual layer; and n = total number of
layers.
To apply Eq. (1), the K sat value of the soil must be known.
Several methods, such as the Guelph infiltrometer, double-ring infiltrometer, and the modified Philip-Dunne infiltrometer (Ahmed
et al. 2014a), are available to determine K sat values of a soil at
a specific point or location (Erickson et al. 2013). Soil K sat values
have been shown to vary by several orders of magnitude, however,
even in close proximity to each other. This has been documented
within a single SCM with engineered media (Asleson et al. 2009),
in the undisturbed native soil of a park (Olson et al. 2013), and in
agricultural fields (Logsdon and Jaynes 1996), and believed to be
primarily due to local compaction differences (Pitt et al. 2008). Due
to the spatial variability of K sat values, Ahmed et al. (2015)
recommended measurements of K sat be obtained at approximately
20 locations within a SCM in order to obtain a representative
estimate of the geometric mean. The geometric mean was used
because Ahmed et al. (2015) found K sat values to be lognormally
distributed and the mean of a lognormal distribution is the geometric mean of the sample. For measurements at 20 locations, the uncertainty to the 95% confidence interval was approximately twice
the geometric mean, whereas for 10 measurements it was 2.8 times
the mean and for 40 measurements it was 1.7 times the mean. Thus,
20 measurement locations were recommended as a balance between accuracy and effort.
Given the variability of K sat , to accurately model the infiltration
of stormwater into a SCM, a multidimensional fluid transport
analysis would be required. A relatively small grid could be used
to model highly variable K sat values that may vary by orders of
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magnitude over short distances. This process, however, would be
time consuming, if not tedious and cumbersome. A simpler approach would be to use an effective overall average value of
K sat for the entire SCM and model infiltration with this single value
of K sat . The single effective overall average value of K sat that would
most accurately model a SCM (i.e., K best-fit ) with highly spatially
variable K sat values would be a function of the spatially distributed
K sat values within the SCM. Point measurements to determine K sat
at specific locations within the SCM could be made to characterize
the SCM with respect to saturated hydraulic conductivity (and other
relevant properties), but the function relating these point measurement values to K best-fit is not known. This paper seeks to address
this issue by finding a relationship between multiple spatially distributed K sat values within a SCM and the single overall average
value of K sat that will most accurately model infiltration into the
SCM (i.e., K best-fit ).
Possible K best-fit values that could be used include the arithmetic
mean and the geometric mean of the spatially distributed K sat
values within the SCM. For vertical flow only (as was assumed
in this study), use of the arithmetic mean would weight all K sat
values equally and include the inherent assumption that all SCM
areas, despite their highly varying K sat values, participate equally
throughout the infiltration process, independently of time and independently of each other. Use of the geometric mean would reduce
the contribution of areas with high K sat values. This may be appropriate due to the fact that areas with high K sat values will initially
infiltrate at a greater rate, but the infiltration capacity of high K sat
areas will be more rapidly reduced because the thickness of the
saturated zone, L, will increase more quickly than that of regions
with lower K sat values, and their contribution to the overall infiltration process will decrease (relative to their initial contribution)
with time. Another option would be to calculate K best-fit as a
weighted average of the arithmetic and geometric means. The harmonic mean was not considered because, in addition to Ahmed
et al. (2015) finding the distribution of K sat to be lognormally distributed, the harmonic mean, like the geometric mean, would reduce the contribution of areas with high K sat values and the
effect would be redundant.

Modeling Method
In order to determine the optimum value of K best-fit , a onedimensional vertical infiltration model was developed to model
a flat-bottom, infiltration-based SCM that initially contained
standing water. This model approximated vertical infiltration into
the bottom of a SCM with variable soil properties, including K sat .
The model was based on the Green-Ampt assumptions for infiltration, which, with a significant depth of standing water (or head) on
the soil, results in the equation

f ¼ K sat

ðθi − θf Þðψ þ h0 Þ
þ1
F


ð3Þ

where f = infiltration rate into the soil; θi = initial volumetric moisture content of the soil; θf = final volumetric moisture content of
the soil (after infiltration); and F = cumulative depth of surface
water infiltrated. The difference between the initial and final moisture content is often called the moisture deficit, Δθ.
The model was developed to include a variable number of adjacent, equal surface area cells, each potentially having different
Green-Ampt soil parameters (e.g., K sat , Δθ, and ψ). Such a scenario
is represented in Fig. 1 with known soil properties at 10 spatially
distributed areas represented by the hexagonal cells.
© ASCE

Fig. 1. Plan view of modeled stormwater control measure with 10 cells
(18 to 37 cells were used in the modeling effort)

The model considered one-dimensional infiltration vertically
downward into the soil through the surface of each cell. Infiltration
into the sides of the SCM was not considered and lateral (i.e., horizontal) movement of infiltrated water was not considered. With
these assumptions, the model allowed the user to input a starting
value of water depth in the SCM (i.e., an initial value of h0 ) as well
as K sat , Δθ, and ψ values for each of the cells. Typical maximum
design water depths in an infiltration basin are 0.61 m (2 ft) or more.
For example, Wisconsin and New Jersey design guidelines specify a
maximum depth of 0.61 m (2 ft), whereas Minnesota specifies
1.22 m (4 ft) (WI DNR 2004; NJ DEP 2009; Minnesota Stormwater
Steering Committee 2005). Thus, the initial value of h0 was set to
0.5 m, as it is slightly below a typical maximum water depth. The
initial value of F for each cell could also be varied but was set to
5 cm to avoid division by zero and discretization errors in Eq. (3).
With soil properties and starting conditions known, a value of
infiltration rate, f, was calculated for each cell using Eq. (3). With
potentially different soil properties entered for each cell, each cell
could have a distinctly different infiltration rate as compared to
other cells. The infiltration rate for each cell was computed using
explicit differences, and the total depth of infiltrated water below
each cell was modeled by adding the total infiltrated depth of water
over the time step to the value of F at the beginning of the time step.
Due to differing infiltration rates into each cell, the model, in
theory, would then have different depths of water over each cell
at the end of the time step. At this point, the total volume of water
remaining in the SCM that had not infiltrated was determined and
this value was divided by the total SCM surface area to calculate a
corresponding average depth of water, h0 . To account for the fact
that the water depth over every cell will, in reality, always be equal,
the head, h0 , on every cell within the SCM was set to h0 . Due to the
fact that water would never be at different depths over different
cells, care was taken to minimize this effect by keeping the time
step relatively small and ensuring that each cell had equal values
of h0 at the start of every time step. The value of F for each cell,
however, could vary because this value (after time equal to zero)
was dependent on the soil properties of each cell. With every cell
having equal values of h0 , the process was repeated for a total of
200 time steps with the duration of the time step adjusted so that no
water remained in the SCM at the end of the last time step.
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A sensitivity analysis into the effect of the size of the time step
on the model results revealed that cutting the time step in half impacted the results (i.e., water surface elevations) by less than 2%,
which was deemed an acceptable error. The model was applied to
12 sites for which sufficient Green-Ampt soil property data had
been obtained. These sites will be discussed in detail in the following section.
In addition to the model that accounted for individual cells, the
1D Green-Ampt equation [Eq. (3)] was used to model each of the
12 SCMs as a single soil SCM using three different values of an
overall effective saturated hydraulic conductivity in Eq. (3). This
was done to investigate what single value of overall effective saturated hydraulic conductivity would yield results most similar to the
multicell model. The single values investigated were (1) the arithmetic mean of the individual K sat values; (2) the geometric mean
(Anderson et al. 2014) of the individual K sat values; and (3) a bestfit value of saturated hydraulic conductivity, K best-fit , as found by
minimizing the sum of the error squared between the model water
elevations and the water elevations as found by Eq. (3) for each
time step. The concept of the third item was to determine the relationship, if any, between K best-fit and individual spatially distributed
K sat values of the SCM that were assigned to the individual model
cells. For each of these scenarios, the values of Δθ and ψ used in
Eq. (2) were set equal to the arithmetic averages of the individual cells.

Sites Modeled and Data Collection
The 12 sites selected for these computations are listed in Table 1.
They were chosen because they had a sufficient number of measurements, n, to justify an estimate of infiltration through the bottom of an SCM. Sites were selected if they had at least 18
measurement locations of Green-Ampt soil parameters at spatially
distributed locations within the SCM.
All measurements of K sat and ψ were made with MPD infiltrometers (Ahmed et al. 2014a), which utilize a falling head concept to
allow multiple simultaneous measurements. Of the Green-Ampt
equation soil parameters (i.e., K sat , Δθ, and ψ), values of K sat have
the largest potential variability. As noted previously, values of K sat ,
even in close proximity to each other, have been found to vary by
several orders of magnitude. Values of moisture deficit, Δθ, can be
no larger than the soil porosity, which has been shown to range

from 0.4 to 0.5 (Rawls et al. 1983). If the soil is initially wet,
Δθ could be reduced to any value less than the porosity, approaching zero. Values of soil suction at the wetting front, ψ, have been
shown to range from ∼5 cm (for sand) to ∼32 cm (for clay) (Rawls
et al. 1983). Ranges for values of Δθ and ψ are typically less than
one order of magnitude. With values of K sat ranging over several
orders of magnitude, this variable has the largest potential to significantly affect modeled infiltration rates into the soils of SCMs.
Thus, this investigation focuses on the variability of K sat and the
optimum value of K best-fit . Sensitivity analysis of the model with
varying values of Δθ and ψ over typical ranges were investigated,
but, for reasons just described, this variation did not affect results to
the same extent as varying K sat . Thus, average values of Δθ and ψ
were used when modeling the SCM with one overall effective value
of K sat .
Also listed in Table 1 for each site is the number of measurement
locations, average ψ, average Δθ, and the arithmetic mean and standard deviation of the spatially distributed K sat values.

Results and Discussion
As previously discussed, the water surface elevations of each of the
12 sites were modeled with the multicell model. In the model, the
Green-Ampt soil properties of each cell were set to correspond to
the Green-Ampt parameters measured at different locations within
the SCM. In addition to the multicell model, the water surface
elevation of each site was modeled using a single overall effective
value of K sat in Eq. (3). Values used for the overall effective value of
K sat included (1) the arithmetic mean, (2) the geometric mean, and
(3) K best-fit (found as previously described). Thus, the water surface
elevation of each site was modeled four different ways, with the
multicell model being the most accurate.
A typical set of the results for the four methods is shown in
Fig. 2. The best-fit curve, which models the water surface over time
with K best-fit and closely approximates the multicell model results,
indicates that it is possible to accurately model infiltration into a
SCM that has many highly spatially variable values of K sat with
a single overall effective value of saturated hydraulic conductivity,
K best-fit . In general, the geometric mean underestimates infiltration
over time. The use of the geometric mean reduces the impact of the
high K sat cells but reduces the impact much more than indicated by
the model. The use of the arithmetic mean overestimates infiltration

Table 1. Sites Selected for Computation of Water Surface Elevation from Measurements of Green-Ampt Parameters
Site
Cottage grovea
Burnsvillea
UM-St. Paula
UM-Dulutha
Infiltration basinc
HWY 51 northd
HWY 51 centerd
HWY 51 southd
HWY 47d
HWY 212 eastd
HWY 212 centerd
HWY 212 westd

Type of SCM

n

Average
ϕ (cm)

Average
Δψ

Arithmetic mean
K sat (cm=h)

Geometric mean
K sat (cm=h)

Best effective
K best-fit (cm=h)

Bioinfiltration
Bioinfiltration
Bioinfiltration
Bioinfiltration
Infiltration Basin
Swale
Swale
Swale
Swale
Swale
Swale
Swale

20
20
37
18
33
18
18
21
21
21
21
20

19.5
26.0
97.1
36.7
29.0
2.0
11.4
40.9
20.7
26.7
32.8
1.71

0.20
0.20b
0.21
0.17
0.11
0.29
0.25
0.23
0.21
0.20
0.20
0.18

18.5
13.2
2.9
9.2
14.1
14.5
6.57
6.38
20.6
4.65
2.50
25.8

16.0
9.6
0.9
1.7
6.8
6.5
2.97
1.99
11.5
1.18
0.44
8.32

16.9
11.4
1.5
4.3
8.3
10.6
4.07
2.27
14.2
1.73
0.78
15.5

Note: n = number of spatially distributed K sat , Δθ, and ψ measurement locations at each site.
a
Data from Asleson et al. (2007, 2009).
b
Value is assumed (actual measurement unavailable).
c
Data from Ahmed et al. (2014b, 2015).
d
Data from Ahmed et al. (2011).
© ASCE
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Fig. 2. Water surface elevations in the University of Minnesota-Duluth
bioinfiltration practice as modeled by various methods

Fig. 3. Eq. (4) predictions versus individual K best-fit values for 12 modeled sites

into the SCM over time. As shown, the arithmetic mean results in a
drain time of about 12 h, whereas the multicell model estimates the
drain time to be approximately 32 h. In this case, the impact of high
K sat cells has not been reduced enough to accurately match the results of the multicell model. These trends were observed for all
12 sites.
The arithmetic mean, geometric mean, K best-fit , the duration of
the time step, and total modeling (or drain) time for each site are
shown in Table 2. To determine if the mass (or volume) of water in
the model was conserved, the average of the cells’ cumulative infiltration depth, F, at the drain time was calculated. With all cells in
the model having the same surface area, the average final infiltrated
depth, if mass is conserved, is expected to be the total depth of
water in the SCM at time zero (50 cm) plus the assumed depth
of water already infiltrated at time zero (5 cm). In all scenarios,
the average total depth infiltrated was found to be 55.0 cm, which
confirms that water mass was conserved.
The results of modeling the water surface elevation over time
using the arithmetic and geometric mean values of K sat as an overall
effective value suggests that some proportion of each mean may
be used to estimate the optimum value of K best-fit . This proportion
may be estimated by using the 12 K best-fit values and performing a
regression on the equation

where K Arit = arithmetic mean; and K Geo = geometric mean of the
individual K sat values, respectively. A regression on Eq. (4) was run
with the resulting value of β equal to 0.32. The predicted versus the
actual K best-fit values are shown in Fig. 3 (R2 ¼ 0.984, standard
error = 0.723). For example, the K best-fit value for HWY 51 North
was found to be 10.6 cm=h (Table 2) and Eq. (4) estimates the
value of K best-fit to be 9.1 cm=h. This data point is found at a
horizontal axis value of 9.1 cm=h and a vertical axis value of
10.6 cm=h. If Eq. (4) estimated all K best-fit values without any error,
all data points would fall on the solid diagonal line.
The comparisons made herein provide insight into what is the
most accurate overall effective saturated hydraulic conductivity
value if an infiltration practice is to be modeled with a single overall
effective value of saturated hydraulic conductivity, which is found
by taking 0.32 times the arithmetic mean plus 0.68 times the geometric mean values of K sat .

K best-fit ¼ βK Arit þ ð1 − βÞK Geo

ð4Þ

Table 2. Time Step and Total Drain Time for Each Site

Site
Cottage Grove
Burnsville
UM-St. Paul
UM-Duluth
Infiltration basin
HWY 51 north
HWY 51 center
HWY 51 south
HWY 47
HWY 212 east
HWY 212 center
HWY 212 west
© ASCE

Arithmetic
mean
K sat (cm=h)

Geometric
mean
K sat (cm=h)

K best-fit
(cm=h)

Time
step
(h)

Drain
time
(h)

18.5
13.2
2.9
9.2
14.1
14.5
6.57
6.38
20.6
4.65
2.50
25.8

16.0
9.6
0.9
1.7
6.8
6.5
2.97
1.99
11.5
1.18
0.44
8.32

16.9
11.4
1.5
4.3
8.3
10.6
4.07
2.27
14.2
1.73
0.78
15.5

0.040
0.053
0.300
0.160
0.100
0.092
0.185
0.212
0.048
0.380
0.773
0.068

8.0
10.7
59.4
32.1
20.2
18.4
37.0
42.4
9.6
76.8
154.6
13.6

Summary and Conclusions
A model based on the Green-Ampt equation was developed to
model one-dimensional vertical infiltration into a flat bottom
SCM. The model accounted for different Green-Ampt soil parameters (i.e., K sat , ψ, and Δθ) at spatially distributed locations within
the SCM. Twelve SCMs for which Green-Ampt parameters were
measured at spatially distributed locations were modeled. The
soil properties at each measurement location were represented
by a different cell in the model.
Results were used to determine the accuracy of assuming the
SCM was a single cell (i.e., single soil) infiltration device with
one overall effective value of saturated hydraulic conductivity.
Results showed that use of the geometric mean consistently underestimated infiltration, use of the arithmetic mean consistently overestimated infiltration, and the most accurate approximation of the
best single overall effective saturated hydraulic conductivity,
K best-fit , is given by the weighted sum of 32% of the arithmetic
mean and 68% of the geometric mean of the spatially distributed
K sat values measured within the SCM.
Thus, it can be concluded that when modeling an infiltrationbased SCM, multiple soil measurements should be made to accurately represent the soil properties throughout the SCM. The SCM
can be modeled as a single-cell, one-dimensional infiltration device
using a value of K best-fit as estimated by Eq. (4). This approach will
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incorporate the spatial variability of K sat throughout the SCM while
providing a simple and quick estimate of drain time.
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Notation
The following symbols are used in this paper:
A = area over which flow occurs;
d = total vertical thickness of layers through which vertical
infiltration is to be modeled;
di = vertical thickness of one horizontal layer (of multiple
layers) through which vertical infiltration is to be
modeled;
F = cumulative depth of surface water infiltrated;
f = infiltration rate;
h0 = piezometric head of water above soil;
h̄0 = average piezometric head of water above soil;
K Arit = arithmetic mean of spatially distributed saturated
hydraulic conductivity values;
K best-fit = best-fit overall effective soil saturated hydraulic
conductivity;
K Geo = geometric mean of spatially distributed saturated
hydraulic conductivity values;
K i = saturated hydraulic conductivity of one horizontal layer
(of multiple layers) through which vertical infiltration is
to be modeled;
K sat = soil saturated hydraulic conductivity;
L = assumed thickness of saturated soil;
n = total number of layers through which vertical infiltration
is to be modeled;
Q = total flow rate;
zw = head of water on the soil;
θf = final volumetric moisture content;
θi = initial volumetric moisture content;
Δθ = moisture deficit; and
ψ = soil capillary suction at the wetting front
(a positive value).
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